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Ginny Chandoha hasn't just written a book about Lichen Sclerosis, it's also a book about what
we in the naturopathic profession call "nature cure." If you remove the obstacles that prevent
your body from working correctly, it will tend to fix itself. The mass of harmful substances that we
put in and on our bodies is staggering. As Ginny points out, if you feed yourself well and quit
dousing yourself in toxins, you will be well on your way to feeling better. And if you do have
Lichen Sclerosis, read the entire book, because Ginny also provides details on how she cured
herself using herbs and other therapies. In fact, I'm confident that her protocol will help people
with many diseases, including other autoimmune issues. This could literally be a text book in the
naturopathic medical curriculum. Its content is vast, deep, and well-researched. Although I've
been involved in natural medicine for twenty years, I still benefit from periodic reminders about
how to live well. This book is a strong reminder. I improved my diet and cleaning products
immediately upon reading it. I thoroughly enjoyed this book, and read it again from cover-to-
cover. It's one of those books every health care practitioner should read, and one that everyone
would benefit from reading, and re-reading periodically. Steven Coward, ND Asheville Natural
Health & Homeopathy

“Even if you hire a patent attorney, this book is worth reading, as it can help minimize the $200-
per-hour consulting time you’ll need with your attorney.” Entrepreneur Magazine “The authors, a
patent agent and a patent attorney, illustrate how to create formal patent drawings that comply
with the rules of the U.S. Patent Office, a crucial and sometimes expensive step in the patenting
process.” Mechanical EngineeringAbout the AuthorJack Lo is an inventor and a registered
patent agent with many years of experience in preparing and prosecuting patent applications,
including making formal patent drawings. He is the co-author of How to Make Patent
Drawings.San Francisco Patent Attorney David Pressman is a graduate of Penn State University
(BSEE) and George Washington University Law School (JD) where he was on the Law Review.
He has over 40 years of experience in the patent profession -- as a patent examiner for the U.S.
Patent Office, a patent attorney in corporate and private practice, a university instructor, a
columnist, and as author of the Patent and Trademark entries to the World Book Encyclopedia.
His books have charted the path for over 300,000 inventors. Dave is also co-author of How to
Make Patent Drawings (with Jack Lo), Patent Pending In 24 Hours (with Rich Stim), and Patents
For Beginners (with Rich Stim).
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MHimeda, “Curing the "incurable"!. A must read for anyone with any autoimmune disease! I've
had fibromyalgia since the 80's, and LS that wasn't diagnosed until August of 2015. The best
way I can endorse this book is with an excerpt from the email I sent to the author in December of
2015, which is as follows:I went to see my gynocologist this morning. Had to tell him I went off
all prescription meds, including the clobetasol and estrogen cream, on October 1st. Not
surprisingly, he wasn't exactly thrilled . . . "You do know I'm trying to help you, right? Can't do that
if you won't take the only thing that can reduce your symptoms. . . " So then I told him how much
worse my legs got after my last appt with him in September, how I couldn't even get up steps
without help, how I started slipping into depression and tried to combat it by doing research and
joining a support group, and how I discovered your book that way. Explained what the protocol
was about, and that I decided I had nothing to lose, so spent all of October ordering the
nutraceuticals and supplements and transforming my house & kitchen into a ridiculously over-
the-top organic one. He interjected that what you did made good medical sense, because
toxicity either causing or greatly worsening auto-immune diseases is getting more and more
serious consideration in the medical field. Then I told him I started the healing protocol on 11/7,
and since then my blood pressure dramatically dropped, I've lost 16 pounds without doing any
strenuous exercise (unheard of for me), my rosacea is completely under control with no meds,
my severe muscle spasms have stopped entirely, the intense pressure in my head is completely
gone, I sleep far better at night (6 hours in a row the other night! -- haven't done that since
childhood), the eczema on the back of my legs and on my chest is gone, and best of all, the
fibromyalgia is entirely gone from my upper legs (pounded them to demonstrate their amazing
normalcy), meaning that I can now walk as far as I want and run upstairs!, and that it's reduced
about 50% from my upper arms. He was very impressed with the list of improvements, but said
he doubted it could do much for the LS, and that it was okay with him if I continued on the
protocol only if the LS didn't show any signs of getting worse. I said I wasn't expecting any
improvement at this stage, but that I also was hoping that it at least hadn't gotten any worse, and
if so, that was victory enough for now. So then he examined me and his head snapped up
immediately. "OMG, I don't believe what I'm seeing! Not only has the LS receded to only a small
spot where the skin is very thin and still slightly white, but there is no inflammation at all, and all
the skin tissue surrounding it is entirely normal skin!" Of course I erupted in cheers! He kept
shaking his head, saying he had never seen anything like it before, that generally the best case
scenario was a reduction in the inflammation, not the skin becoming completely normal. Then
he wanted to know the title of the book -- says he's ordering it and will read it, because he has
several LS patients who could greatly benefit from it. Needless to say, he completely endorsed
me being on the protocol and wants me to see him every three months so he can see how it
goes from here.Since that email, I am continuing to improve and have every hope that I will
experience a complete cure of both of my "incurable diseases". I now believe that fibromyalgia



and Lichen Sclerosis (and probably most other autoimmune diseases) are not only not
"incurable", but aren't really diseases. I think they're symptoms, not diseases -- symptoms of a
compromised immune system, and that when you eliminate as many toxins as possible from
entering the body, and use nutraceuticals to eliminate the ones trapped inside the body, the
freed immune system can finally do what it was so excellently designed to do . . . . heal us from
within. That is what Ginny's healing protocol is all about, and the proof of it is in those of us who
have experienced healing by following it. I could not endorse this book more wholeheartedly. If
you have an autoimmune disease, following the protocol outlined in this book is the best
possible thing you could do for yourself. You have nothing to lose and everything to gain. At
best, you'll experience healing. At worst, you'll be far healthier and better able to deal with your
symptoms. If you don't have an autoimmune disease, it's a book full of excellent advice on
achieving a healthier lifestyle in a world that is becoming increasingly toxic to our health. Any
way you look at it, it's a total winner!”

Ebook Library Reader, “You need to read this book. This book is brilliant,very interesting and I
can relate to all of it,but it is helping me to fight the desease so thank you”

Lucyfur, “some very useful information in here - but cures do not happy .... some very useful
information in here - but cures do not happy without great effort - cleverly accounts two
approaches- one the writer took herself with support from medical practicioner and was cured -
the other self help which lots of people will follow”

Ebook Library Reader, “Lichen Sclerosis, tips for the relief of and eradication of this distressing
condition.. A very informative book, covering many aspects of the subject. Some of the fine
detail needed a lot of sifting through butit was well worth the effort.”

Ebook Library Reader, “It seems very informative great to see someone cured this disease so
would imagine .... It seems very informative great to see someone cured this disease so would
imagine I'll have to read it twice”

The book by Thomas Sowell has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 137 people have provided feedback.
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